
Calendar schedule
subject to change.

For up-to-date listings:
www.timeandspace.org 

Movies:
2:00pm: WHEN BANANA RULED
2:15pm: JOSEPH PULITZER:
             VOICE OF THE PEOPLE
3:15pm: TIME THIEVES
4:00pm: THE HEIRESSES
5:00pm: PART 1: A BREAD FACTORY
6:00pm: WHAT IS DEMOCRACY?
7:15pm: THE WILD PEAR TREE
8:00pm: JIMI HENDRIX:
             ELECTRIC CHURCH

Movies:
2:00pm: OUT OF BLUE
2:15pm: WOMAN AT WAR
4:00pm: BIRDS OF PASSAGE
4:15pm: BLACK MOTHER
5:45pm: TIME THIEVES
6:15pm: WORLDS OF
             URSULA K. LE GUIN
7:30pm: STEVIE NICKS:
             IN YOUR DREAMS
7:45pm: THE HEIRESSES

Movies:
2:00pm: TIME THIEVES
2:15pm: BIRDS OF PASSAGE
4:30pm: STEVIE NICKS
6:00pm: OUT OF BLUE
6:45pm: WINGS OF DESIRE [1987]
8:00pm: WOMAN AT WAR

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY

www.timeandspace.org / Time & Space Limited / 434 Columbia / Hudson NY / 518.822.8100 / www.timeandspace.org
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Daylight Savings Time starts

MET OPERA: LIVE IN HD
12:55pm: LA FILLE DU RÉGIMENT

Movies:
1:30pm: JOSEPH PULITZER
3:15pm: PART 2: A BREAD FACTORY
4:15pm: JIMI HENDRIX
5:30pm: WHEN BANANA RULED
6:00pm: THE HEIRESSES
6:45pm: THE WILD PEAR TREE
7:45pm: WHAT IS DEMOCRACY?

Movies:
1:00pm: JOSEPH PULITZER:
             VOICE OF THE PEOPLE
1:45pm: THE HEIRESSES
2:45pm: BLACK MOTHER
3:45pm: WOMAN AT WAR
4:15pm: WHEN BANANA RULED
5:30pm: TIME THIEVES
7:15pm: THE WILD PEAR TREE

MET OPERA: LIVE IN HD
6:00pm: LA FILLE DU RÉGIMENT

Movies:
2:00pm: TIME THIEVES
2:15pm: THE HEIRESSES
3:45pm: BLACK MOTHER
4:15pm: WORLDS OF
             URSULA K. LE GUIN
5:15pm: WOMAN AT WAR
5:45pm: OUT OF BLUE
7:15pm: STEVIE NICKS:
             IN YOUR DREAMS
7:45pm: BIRDS OF PASSAGE

BOLSHOI BALLET HD
1:00pm: THE SLEEPING BEAUTY

Movies:
1:45pm: THE HEIRESSES
3:45pm: TIME THIEVES
4:30pm: BLACK MOTHER
5:30pm: WHEN BANANA RULED
6:00pm: JOSEPH PULITZER:
             VOICE OF THE PEOPLE
6:45pm: THE WILD PEAR TREE
7:45pm: WOMAN AT WAR

MET OPERA: LIVE IN HD
NOON: DIE WALKÜRE

Movies:
1:30pm: WINGS OF DESIRE [1987]
3:45pm: STEVIE NICKS:
             IN YOUR DREAMS
5:30pm: BIRDS OF PASSAGE
6:00pm: WOMAN AT WAR
7:45pm: OUT OF BLUE
8:00pm: TIME THIEVES

Movies:
6:00pm: WHAT IS DEMOCRACY?
8:00pm: THE HEIRESSES
8:15pm: JIMI HENDRIX:
             ELECTRIC CHURCH

SEATED YOGA
3:30 – 5:00pm

SEATED YOGA
with Richard Gilette / $8

3:30 – 5:00pm

Movies:
5:45pm: THE HEIRESSES
6:00pm: BLACK MOTHER
7:30pm: THE WILD PEAR TREE
8:00pm: WOMAN AT WAR

Movies:
5:45pm: THE HEIRESSES
6:00pm: BLACK MOTHER
7:30pm: THE WILD PEAR TREE
8:00pm: WOMAN AT WAR

Movies:
5:45pm: TIME THIEVES
6:00pm: THE HEIRESSES
7:30pm: THE WILD PEAR TREE
8:00pm: WHAT IS DEMOCRACY?

SEATED YOGA
3:30 – 5:00pm

Movies:
5:45pm: STEVIE NICKS:
             IN YOUR DREAMS
6:00pm: OUT OF BLUE
7:45pm: BIRDS OF PASSAGE
8:00pm: WINGS OF DESIRE [1987]

Movies:
5:45pm: STEVIE NICKS:
             IN YOUR DREAMS
6:00pm: OUT OF BLUE
7:45pm: BIRDS OF PASSAGE
8:00pm: WINGS OF DESIRE [1987]

SEATED YOGA
3:30 – 5:00pm

Movies:
6:00pm: WORLDS OF
             URSULA K. LE GUIN
6:15pm: BLACK MOTHER
7:30pm: BIRDS OF PASSAGE
7:45pm: WOMAN AT WAR

Movies:
5:45pm: OUT OF BLUE
6:00pm: BLACK MOTHER
7:30pm: WOMAN AT WAR
8:00pm: BIRDS OF PASSAGE

MAR 2019
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
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MAR
2019

6:15pm: Supper / 7pm: Reading
A.W. Barnes

THE DARK ECLIPSE

4:00pm: Book Reading
Gary Grossman

RED HOTEL

BIRDS OF PASSAGE



movie tickets:  members $7.00 / students $7.00 / general public $9.00      other events: see description    www.timeandspace.org    fyi@timeandspace.org

a polyphonic symphony, set against a visual prayer of portraiture. Thor-
oughly immersed between the sacred and profane, Black Mother channels 
rebellion and reverence into a deeply personal ode informed by Jamaica’s 
turbulent history but existing in the urgent present. 2018. 1h17m.

Movie: JIMI HENDRIX: ELECTRIC CHURCH
The legendary guitarist Jimi Hendrix in full flight at the 1970 Atlanta Pop 
Festival before the largest US audience of his career. This critically ac-
claimed film combines color, 16mm multi-camera footage of the unforget-
table July 4, 1970 concert in its original performance sequence together 
with a new documentary that traces his journey to the festival amid the 
dark shadow of civil rights unrest, the relenting toll of the Vietnam War, 
and a burgeoning festival culture that drew together young people across 
the country who were inspired by the Woodstock festival. 2015. 1h30m.

Movie: JOSEPH PULITZER: VOICE OF THE PEOPLE
From director Oren Rudavsky. Adam Driver narrates while Liev Schreiber, 
Tim Blake Nelson, and Rachel Brosnahan voice key roles. Together, they 
bring to life the virtually unknown American icon Joseph Pulitzer who 
began as a penniless, Jewish immigrant from Hungary and grew into one 
of America’s most admired and feared media figures. The rare story of 
the man behind the prize, who spoke of “fake news” and the importance 
of freedom of the press over a century ago. His New York newspaper The 
World spoke to an unprecedented number of readers with powerful jour-
nalistic ideals and an artistry and game-changing originality. 2019. 1h25m.

Movie: OUT OF BLUE
Directed by Carol Morley. The hunt for a killer draws a detective into a 
larger mystery: the nature of the universe itself. Mike Hoolihan (Patricia 
Clarkson) is an unconventional New Orleans cop investigating the murder 
of renowned astrophysicist Jennifer Rockwell (Mamie Gummer), a black 
hole expert found shot to death in her observatory. As Mike tumbles down 
the rabbit hole of the disturbing, labyrinthine case, she finds herself grap-
pling with increasingly existential questions of quantum mechanics, paral-
lel universes, and exploding stars – cosmic secrets that may hold the key 
to unraveling the crime, while throwing into doubt her very understanding 
of reality. 2019. 1h49m.

Movie: STEVIE NICKS: IN YOUR DREAMS
On March 29, 2019, Stevie Nicks will become the first woman to be 
inducted twice into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame (in 1998 as Fleetwood 
Mac and as a solo artist in 2019). Stevie Nicks: In Your Dreams is an 
intimate portrait of the Grammy-winning artist and member of legendary 
rock band Fleetwood Mac, as she creates an album with Dave Stewart of 
Eurythmics fame. Co-produced and co-directed by Nicks and Stewart, the 
film goes behind the scenes as they embark on a musical journey to write 
and record the critically acclaimed album In Your Dreams. 2013. 1h52m.

Movie: THE HEIRESSES
Chela and Chiquita, both descended from wealthy families in Asunción, 
Paraguay, have been together for over 30 years. But recently their 
financial situation has worsened and they begin selling off their inherited 
possessions. But when their debts lead to Chiquita being imprisoned on 
fraud charges, Chela is forced to face a new reality. Driving for the first 
time in years, she begins to provide a local taxi service to a group of 
elderly wealthy ladies. As Chela settles into her new life, she encounters 
the much younger Angy, forging a fresh and invigorating new connection. 
Chela finally begins to break out of her shell and engage with the world, 
embarking on her own personal, intimate revolution. In Spanish with 
subtitles. 2018. 1h37m.

Book Reading: THE DARK ECLIPSE with A.W. Barnes
Friday, March 8 at 7pm, Supper at 6:15pm. Reading followed by a con-
versation with Therese Eiben, co-director of The Writer’s Studio Hudson 
Valley. The Dark Eclipse: Reflections on Suicide and Absence (Rutgers 
University Press) is a book of personal essays in which A.W. Barnes 
comes to terms with the suicide of his brother, Mike, and explores their 
status as gay brothers raised in a conservative family in the Midwest. The 
narrative traces the brothers’ difficult relationship with their father, a man 
who studied to be a Trappist monk before marrying and fathering eight 
children. Free admission to the reading. The Dark Eclipse to be available 
for sale at the TSL Book Space. Join us beforehand for a supper of 
Vegan Thai Dinner: Peanut Noodles with Tofu Cucumber Salad in Sweet 
Chili Sauce with Fresh Herbs, Bean Sprouts, and Gingered Carrots ($10 
member / $12.50 general). RSVP for supper at 518-822-8100 or jeff@
timeandspace.org.

Book Event: RED HOTEL, with author Gary Grossman
Sunday, March 31 at 4pm. Gary’s family built and operated Grossman’s 
Bakery, the current home of TSL. In addition to discussing his new thriller, 
Gary will reminisce about his life growing up in Hudson and how that 
experience shaped him into a multiple Emmy Award-winning television 
producer. “Dangers rarely come with a warning.” Those are the cryptic 
words of a Russian assassin whose attacks on luxury hotels leave a trail 
of charred destruction and dead bodies in his wake. International hotel 
executive and former Army Intelligence officer Dan Reilly races to find out 
who is behind these deadly attacks in Grossman and Ed Fuller’s high-
octane international thriller, RED Hotel (Beaufort Books). Free admission. 
RED Hotel to be available for sale at the TSL Book Space.

Special Movies: A BREAD FACTORY: PARTS ONE & TWO [encore] 
Independent Spirit Award nominee for Best Supporting Female (Tyne 
Daly) and for the John Cassavetes Award. Inspired by and filmed at TSL, 
from director Patrick Wang. Told in two films. In part one, after decades 
of running their arts center, The Bread Factory, Dorothea (Tyne Daly) and 
Greta (Elizabeth Henry) are suddenly fighting for survival when a celebrity 
couple – performance artists from China – come to Checkford and build 
an enormous complex down the street catapulting big changes in their 
small town. In part two, Dorothea and Greta rehearse the Greek play, 
Hecuba. But the real theatrics are outside the theater where the town has 
been invaded by bizarre tourists and mysterious tech start-up workers. 
There is a new normal in Checkford. 2018. Part One 2h  / Part Two 2h.

Movie: BIRDS OF PASSAGE
From the Oscar-nominated team behind Embrace of the Serpent comes 
an equally audacious saga centered on the Wayúu indigenous people dur-
ing a crucial period in recent Colombian history. Torn between his desire 
to become a powerful man and his duty to uphold his culture’s values, 
Rapayet enters the drug trafficking business in the 1970s and finds 
quick success despite his tribe’s matriarch Ursula’s disapproval. Ignoring 
ancient omens, Rapayet and his family get caught up in a conflict where 
honor is the highest currency and debts are paid with blood. A sprawling 
epic about the erosion of tradition in pursuit of wealth, Birds of Passage is 
a visually striking exploration of loyalty, greed, and the voracious nature of 
change. In Spanish, Wayúu, and English with subtitles. 2018. 2h5m.

Movie: BLACK MOTHER
Part film, part baptism. In Black Mother, director Khalik Allah brings us on 
a spiritual journey through Jamaica. Soaking up its bustling metropolises 
and tranquil countryside, Allah introduces us to a succession of vividly 
rendered souls who call this island home. Their candid testimonies create 

Movie: THE WILD PEAR TREE
From director Nuri Bilge Ceylan  (Once Upon a Time in Anatolia). Sinan, 
an aspiring writer, returns home after university hoping to scrape together 
enough money to publish his first novel. He wanders the town encounter-
ing old flames and obstinate gatekeepers and finds his youthful ambition 
increasingly at odds with the dreams of his gambling-addict father. As his 
fantasies mingle with reality, Sinan grapples with the people and the place 
that have made him who he is. Following in the great tradition of family 
dramas like Death of a Salesman and Long Day’s Journey Into Night, 
The Wild Pear Tree weaves an evocative tale of creative struggle and 
familial responsibility with inspired performances, sumptuous imagery, and 
surprising bursts of humor. In Turkish with subtitles. 2018. 3h9m.

Movie: TIME THIEVES
An eye-opening documentary investigation into how our time became a 
currency, why “time poverty” is on the rise, and how the more we try to 
save time, the less we have. Who hasn’t come across the situation where 
an airline has us printing our own boarding passes and checking in our 
own luggage, saving the company fortunes? Who hasn’t spent hours 
assembling a piece of furniture, or struggled with an automatic cashier? 
Haven’t we all asked ourselves who should be paying whom for doing all 
the work? In English, German, and French with subtitles. 2018. 1h25m.

Movie: WHAT IS DEMOCRACY?
A reflection on a word we too often take for granted. Director Astra 
Taylor’s philosophical journey spans millennia: from ancient Athens’ 
experiment in self-government to capitalism’s roots in medieval Italy; from 
modern-day Greece grappling with financial collapse and a mounting refu-
gee crisis to the United States reckoning with its racist past and the grow-
ing gap between rich and poor. This urgent film connects the past and the 
present in order to provoke and inspire. If we want to live in democracy, 
we must first ask what the word even means. From the director of Zizek! 
and Examined Life. 2018. 1h47m.

Movie: WHEN BANANA RULED
Bananas are everywhere: Americans eat nearly 10 billion of them per 
year, consuming more pounds of bananas than apples and oranges 
combined. When Banana Ruled tells the story of the people who made 
bananas the most ubiquitous fruit in the world, through a multinational 
empire that dominated production and sales, overthrew governments, and 
created a business model still used by today’s tech giants. In English and 
Spanish with subtitles. 2018. 52m.

Movie: WINGS OF DESIRE [1987]
New Restoration. Bruno Ganz (1941–2019) is Damiel, an angel perched 
atop buildings high over Berlin who can hear the thoughts – fears, hopes, 
dreams – of all the people living below. But when he falls in love with a 
beautiful trapeze artist, he is willing to give up his immortality and come 
back to earth to be with her. Made not long before the fall of the Berlin 
wall, this stunning tapestry of sounds and images, shot in black and white 
and color by the legendary Henri Alekan, is movie poetry. And it forever 
made the name of director Wim Wenders synonymous with film art. In 
English, German, and French with subtitles. 1987. 2h7m.

Movie: WOMAN AT WAR
Halla is a fifty-year-old independent woman. Behind the scenes of a quiet 
routine, she leads a double life as an environmental activist. Known to 
others by her alias “The Woman of the Mountain,” Halla secretly wages a 
one-woman war on the local aluminum industry. As Halla’s actions grow 
bolder, from petty vandalism to outright industrial sabotage, she succeeds 

in pausing the negotiations between the Icelandic government and the 
corporation building a new aluminum smelter. But right as she begins 
planning her biggest operation yet, she receives an unexpected letter that 
changes everything. Her application to adopt a child has been accepted 
and there is a little girl waiting for her in Ukraine. She decides to plot one 
final attack to deal the aluminum industry a crippling blow. In English, 
Icelandic, Ukrainian, and Spanish with subtitles. 2018. 1h40m.

Movie: WORLDS OF URSULA K. LE GUIN [encore]
Best-known for groundbreaking science fiction and fantasy works such 
as A Wizard of Earthsea, The Left Hand of Darkness, and The Dispos-
sessed, Ursula K. Le Guin held her ground on the margin of “respect-
able” literature until the excellence of her work forced the mainstream to 
embrace fantastic literature. Produced with Le Guin’s participation over 
the course of a decade, the film is a journey through the writer’s career as 
she comes into her own as a major feminist author, opening new doors for 
generations of women and other marginalized writers along the way. The 
film features reflections by literary luminaries including Margaret Atwood, 
Neil Gaiman, David Mitchell, and Michael Chabon. 2018. 1h8m.

Met Opera Live in HD: Donizetti’s LA FILLE DU RÉGIMENT
Tenor Javier Camarena and soprano Pretty Yende team up for a feast 
of bel canto vocal fireworks, including the show-stopping tenor aria, “Ah! 
Mes amis . . . Pour mon âme,” with its nine high Cs. Maurizio Muraro is 
the comic Sergeant Sulpice, with mezzo-soprano Stephanie Blythe as the 
outlandish Marquise of Berkenfield. And in an exciting piece of casting, 
stage and screen icon Kathleen Turner makes her Met debut in the speak-
ing role of the Duchess of Krakenthorp. Enrique Mazzola conducts. Tick-
ets $25 members / $15 students / $27.50 general. 3h25m / 1 intermission.

Met Opera Live in HD: Wagner’s DIE WALKÜRE [noon]
Note: start time is noon. The second installment of Wagner’s Ring cycle, 
Die Walküre, stars heroic soprano Christine Goerke as the warrior 
goddess Brünnhilde, whose encounter with the mortal twins Siegmund 
and Sieglinde, sung by Stuart Skelton and Eva-Maria Westbroek, leads 
her on a journey from Valhalla to earthbound humanity. Philippe Jordan 
conducts. Tickets $25 members / $15 students / $27.50 general. 4h55m / 
2 intermissions.

Bolshoi Ballet HD: THE SLEEPING BEAUTY
On her sixteenth birthday, Princess Aurora falls under the curse of the Evil 
Fairy Carabosse and into a deep slumber lasting one hundred years. Only 
the kiss of a prince can break the spell. A resplendent fairytale ballet, The 
Sleeping Beauty features scores of magical characters, including fairies, 
Little Red Riding Hood, Puss in Boots, and Princess Aurora performed by 
Olga Smirnova, a “truly extraordinary talent” (The Telegraph). This is classi-
cal ballet at its finest. Tickets $18 members / $15 students / $20 general. 
2h50m / 1 intermission.

Time & Space Limited   POB 343   434 Columbia   Hudson NY 12534  
518-822-8100   www.timeandspace.org 

TSL Board: Kim Bach, Judy Grunberg, Claudia Bruce, Meg Cashen, Daniel Karpowitz,
Zuzka Kurtz, Linda Mussmann, Maija Reed, Cheryl Roberts, Patrick Wang.

Staff: Roberta Bonnison, Geoffrey Katt, Jeff Marks, Min Shaikat, Chelsea Snider.
TSL Book Space curator: Karen Schoemer.  Volunteers: Connie Fitzmaurice – with

Margaret Adams, Pam Kungle, Gunnel Reznikoff, Susan Weil, and Lou Barnes


